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The Illusion of Government
and the lost Dominion of man
Genesis 1 describes the dominion of man in creation. We as man were given
dominion over all the earth by God. Dominion means to rule, thus no other man
may rule over us. Although this remains as absolutely true today as it has always
been, many are being tricked into giving up their dominion and have become
slaves. There are various methods employed to enforce the illusion that we are
indeed all equal and that no one can prove ownership over anything upon the
earth, it is essentially turned into a Utopia for the few over suffering for the many.
I hope that this book will open your eyes some and help guide you back to the
path of having dominion on the earth once again for all. However at this point it
would seem hopeless unless God intervenes, but God is love and our way out is
through love.

Rob Hay
The Illusion of Government
10/6/2017

Introduction
All governments of the world are sustained by the illusion of authority from which those who control
them extend power to enforce the lie that the Government holds absolute authority over population
and resources within imaginary borders ion the earth.
The purpose for doing so is somewhat varied, however ultimately all Governments seek to control the
population and resources within their imaginary boarders. Ultimately all Governments are controlled
not by the people, but by Lucifer to which all those in power ultimately bow too.
Those that refuse to do the bidding of their master are removed and replaced by puppets that will obey.
Populations are enslaved and made to engage in various forms of warfare against each other, be it be
economic, militaristic or even spiritual forms. There is no place for the non conforming as they sure you
or indirectly have all resources to sustaining life removed from them, imprisoned or simply murdered.
The people who rule over the populations of Governments are afforded great wealth in comparison to
those they rule over, along with the power to dictate the laws, customs and control all aspects of the
enslaved populations. They are held in very high esteem and are at times worshiped as gods, much as it
has always been.
These are bold statements and I completely understand how some would hold views that they are free
and the file of law applies to all. My only comment to those holding such views is to have an open mind
and don't be so quick to discard the information contained with these pages. The Bible says that the
truth shall set you free. Unfortunately those who seek freedom within the world will likely not find it
their as the world(s) are ruled over by Lucifer. Lucifer has no authority over God and his Children for that
matter. All Lucifer can do is to try and deceive people into going against God, in doing so Lucifer gains
minions to do his bidding. Lucifer is a Liar and Murder from the beginning. He fell from heaven after
trying to take God's Throne and rule over his Stars (being all his children of creation).
When Lucifer fell a war erupted in Heaven and 1/3 of God's Angels fell with Lucifer to the earth. There
are some fundamental differences between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 which describe the creation of
Heaven and earth. I will be discussing this in much more detail later in the book as it affects your
dominion over all the earth., which is the fundamental truth and sacred to all of man male and female
living upon the earth.
There are many other nations on earth that have described similar accounts to past events described in
the Bible. Thus said the Bible is not the only reference to support what I say as being factual history,
other than there are some variations on what transpired based upon the perspectives of those recording
going ones from their view point.
I do believe that the Bible has been tampered with, but to what degree I cannot say for certain. I do
know that our Saviour’s name is not Jesus as many may tell you.
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It is important to read and know the Bible however, because the entire world is structured around the
concepts written in the Bible, be they good or evil. Even Islamic Countries are based upon the Bible,
even though many misinformed people will tell you it is based upon Sharia Law etc.
For many coming into the knowledge of truth does not necessarily mean that one will actually be able to
comprehend it, much less apply it in life without facing persecution or alienation from those caught up
in the world. Those who choose not to love the truth and thus God have no recourse but to defend
their beliefs, even if it means killing others to silence them.
In the end there is no life found in fiction or lies, only self indulgence and ultimately death. Truth never
dies, only lies and the fictions upon what they are based. The Word of God made flesh came and
concured death so his children might be saved from death if they so choose. Unfortunately those that
rule over the world have no interest in truth, except if it supports their agenda at the time. This should
be self evident to all, but sadly most simply do not see it or ignore it as they sell out for a little bit of
money and/or freedom.
Nobody wants to be a slave yet to entire world is based upon slavery for it's very existence, if one would
even call it that. So in light of all this does any one individual deserve to exist over the exploitation of
another? Most would say no, but if course that is exactly what we see happening all over the world
today. Are we our brother's keeper? Should we care about one another? Should we be rewarded
above and beyond what others for doing Labour which is indeed needed? What do we do if someone
has no work to do because demand being met? Do we discard them or offer to share our wealth and
reduce the time people individually have to work to support the demands for the Labour? Thus
everyone equally contributes and equally is rewarded and all share in the heightened standards of
living? I think we all know the answer to these questions.
So the purpose of this writing is simply to expose how the world works in contrast to how it was suppose
to work relative to God's plan and will for us. Because each of us does have free will we are free to
choose what we do to others in every instance of life. Most unconsciously do as they are told to do
without question over fear of being persecuted in some way for choosing to do what one ought to do in
the command to love our neighbor as our selves.
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Chapter 1
The Dominion of man

Genesis 1:26-28

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth,
and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth. So God created man in his own
image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them. And God
blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth.
Fundamentally it is self evident that no man has any authority over any other man be they, male or
female and in light of the era we live in, any gender fluidity of what ever man may believe themselves to
be from one moment to another. No man has the right to enslave or force anyone to do what they do
not wish to do. No one has the right to harm the earth or the animals life in ways that are cruel or
unnatural to the workings of life. To do so interferes with the dominion of everyone else who lives upon
the earth. In fact we were told to replenish the earth not to destroy it.
That said what we see happening in the world today is the exact opposite. We get a lot of drama when
slavery and harm is being brought onto the environment, but in the end there is seldom anyone in ruling
power held accountable, only their minions at best and they gleefully take the fall for the greater good
of their Emperor or Masters as it were. Millions of Children go missing in the world every year, many
who are in foster care as well. Some turn up as sex slaves but many more are simply never seen again.
Yet little or nothing is done and these are the Children who are a really registered with the Government,
never mind all the ones that aren't.
There is only one book that exists in the world that I know of that tells all of man kind that they are
equal to each other and must love one another. This of course is the Bible. In Genesis 1 in versus 26-28
it states that man be them male or female have dominion over all the earth. God said let them have
dominion; meaning it was his will that we each hold dominion over the earth and in absolute truth each
of do. It has never been taken from us, we simply are tricked into relinquishing our God given right to it.
Most people do not know this and I seldom see any Pastor, priest etc. teaching this fundamental
concept. It is more likely they try to make you feel guilty in how badly you sin and how good you got
compared to others in some despot dictatorship so you will give them money and feel better because
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you did something to solve a problem of sorts which your money may or may not have any effect on
making better or forgiving you for sins you committed.
Luckily money seems to solve everything, like you did something and are now off the hook in your
responsibility somehow to love others. The Bible says your works and righteousness are nothing bit rags
to paraphrase it. You don't get saved by doing anything to help others or by constantly doing the right
thing either. You do however have a opportunity to be saved by following the commandments of God
and his Son though, which reflect the belief you have in them as your savior.
So if only God can save you, why then are you bowing go the dictates of some King, Queen, Pope,
President…? Well the Pope says he is the Vicar of Christ, meaning he is saying he alone is God. The
Kings and Queens are some how God's chosen ones and uphold all of God's Laws etc., except they really
don’t and are wealthy beyond comprehension money wise and seldom if ever lift a finger to help the
poor. Well secular Governments leave God out their laws, but only to the extent that the Ruling Class
gets to exploit the Population for wealth and control in return. Seems exploitation of the masses to
support parasites is the norm in the world, not the exception.
The word Dominion means to rule. The Constitution of Canada notes the original name of Canada being
the Dominion of Canada as well as other “Common Wealth” Counties were titled. Well if God saves the
Queen as they sing, whom saves everyone else? Certainly there is some United Kingdom in all this?
The power that each individual holds in their lives must be seen as sacred and above all man made laws.
To strip one of their power and thus their ability to exercise dominion over their lives is a fundamental
sin against God's will. However most people do not see it this way for they have been told that they
must respect authority or else. Not only that at an early age children are conditioned not to question
authority for therein lies the deception that no one actually has authority. As parents , there job is to
guide and nurture those children and teach them truth in all things so they will know right from wrong
and love others. Sadly there are not many examples of this. Slaves are not given the support they need
to properly raise their children in a loving and righteous way, but often are forced to work long hours to
support them or have their children stolen from them by the Government as it were.
It is my own observations that children do not do well in foster care. Many suffer from psychological
problems and abuse only compounded by drugs and more abuse from the system at carrying degrees.
As Jesus Christ put it a Shepard well do anything to protect his sheep, but a hired hand cares not at all
about the sheep to paraphrase it again.
How do you feel about something you borrowed or rented? If you trick someone into believing that
they do not own something, how well do you think they would treat that something? Only God owns all
that exist in truth as no one can prove that they actually own anything at all. If you think that is crazy
have a loom at the deed for your house. It doesn't say that you are the owner at all, in most cases it
don’t says you are a tenant of the house for one simple example. If you actually owned your car why are
you legally suppose to register it, as people also register land, mines and most everything including the
software you are using to read this with, hmm…? What is the difference between an owner and a
registered owner?
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Yes in truth you have been deceived at so many levels to believe you own things in the world, when
actually you don't. It is blatantly obvious how treat things we don't own, versus those we don't. It is
also blatantly obvious of who we love when we view them as biologically part of us those that are not
part of us. Seldom do we view that biologically we may have separate origins, but do our souls have
separate origins? I believe we all come from the same source and we are equal to each other, but some
if not many see themselves superior to others in one form or another and treat those who are different
as subhuman so to speak. Again it comes back to the Shepard and his sheep.
The world is divided up in so many ways and each division views itself superior to all others in some way
or made to believe they are inferior to others in some way as well. There is no love, only some fanciful
excuse to mistreat others and exploit them to gain some advantage of control or status over them. I
wonder if Hollywood would exist at all of we loved one another?
In truth, no one can prove ownership of anything. You can't even prove that you own your name as a
name is simply a title, it has no bearing on who you are in truth, which is according to the Bible a man
created male or female. You can't probe a fictional entity legal or not as being true.
The Bible of course is filled with people who have names, including God. It is obvious that names are
not who we are as God himself has multiple names. In Acts 4:12 It states, “Neither is there salvation in
any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.”
KJV. Of course the only problem here is that it fails to tell us what name it actually is that we are to use
in order to be saved. People tell me that God's Word is absolute truth, well God's Word is a man made
flesh not what is actually written in the Bible, over the multitudes of translations and errors made on
purpose or not therein.
Sadly as I mentioned earlier we do not have the original texts to go by and the English translations of
non original texts all burned by the Roman Church mind you, have left us with no true works of
Christianity or the Old Testament. Some texts have been found like the Dead Sea Scrolls, but there is no
one to say if they are authentic or not.
Yet there is much wisdom found in what we do have to explain the nature of the world and how we are
to struggle against all its evils. Although both the new and old testaments say that people would be
cursed if they added or subtracted to the testaments, it is obvious that much has been subtracted and
added to support various view points, mainly to misinterpret sections which support giving allegiance to
governments no matter how evil they may be.
In the Old Testament the Children of Israel broke away from their kings who opted to mistreat them ,
giving the example that Governments must care and live their people. There were many examples of
this under King David's reign. Sadly I can't think of one Government today that would come close to the
example King David lived by during his reign.
Again I do believe their was intentional changes done to the scriptures self evidenced by all the Bibles
destroyed by the Roman Pagan Church in burning true believers alive along with their Bibles. The
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purpose in doing so was to make the slope See over all of man rather than man being sets over
themselves.
Today it is the Black Pope of the Jesuits that ultimately Rules the world, with his White Pope as the outer
projection of his power. It is something I will get into deeper as we move along.
Ultimately the idea of owning anything is not true for God the creator of all that exists states in Exodus
19:5 that all the earth is his. There is nothing that we can own or prove that we own as we are not the
creators of all that exists. We as created beings are meant to love one another and God our creator and
care for the earth and all that God has given too us.
Likewise those who do not believe in God the people who rule the world do and they follow Lucifer as
their God. They believe the lie that the Serpent told Adam and Eve and their in have made their choice,
to serve evil. If evil exists so must good and unfortunately good always seems to be playing catch up to
the evils that go on in the world.
God did not create a world for us, God created the earth. The one and only trick ever played upon you
and thus Adam and Eve was to make you believe that you existence is within a world not creation under
God. You give all your rights to life , dominion and salvation for that matter when choose the World
over God. It is the one thing that Jesus Christ strived to teach us about during his very short time with
us. If you are in the world you live in fiction. There is no truth in fiction. There can be no life in fiction
and the only law within it is do as though wilt. It disregards all empathy and understand of God and
your part of his creation, making you to Lucifer's slave by deception.
In order to be deceived you must first be told the truth. All truth leads to love and all that is good comes
from love. Genesis 1 ends with this verse:
And God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the evening and the
morning were the sixth day. KJV
The very first chapter of the Bible tells you the truth about all of creation, your dominion and
responsibilities within it. Genesis 2 forward is a n account of a creation by LORD God in which God does
not say that what LORD God created was very good at all. It introduces fictions and more importantly it
introduces Law. You must not ear the fruit from the Tree of Knowledge.
Within love all have dominion, but when one oppressed others to obtain dominion over others, this is
not based in love, but simply evil. The do as thou wilt law takes over and the few try to play God or in
some situations believe they are God, such as the Pope for example.
The question I put forward here of course is their a difference between God and LORD God? Clearly
there is no reason to recreate the earth and man especially after God saying that all that he had created
was very good. The answer to this question is of course is only speculative . But this was the first form
of Government created on earth. Simply put on one hand God gives man dominion over all the earth
then we see an account where now LORD God maintains dominion over man and basis all that he does
on obeying his laws, to the sever detriment to man for disobeying.
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In the end no one can live their lives without in some way throughout their lives to disobey and sin
against God. As it is with LORD God so it is with all Governments. They all make use of fiction to create
a make believe world upon which laws are imposed and power is employed to force people to the will of
the Government.
I have discovered that the truth held in Genesis 1 does set you free, however it may also lead to you be
persecuted for standing in truth. To what degree depends I think on each situation, but I do find it to be
the narrow path few ever take. The more you live and abide in truth the more it seems that the world
wants to destroy you, cutting you off from the necessities of life and out right murder those endeavoring
to be free as God intended. The problem is that they cut you off from exercising your dominion over all
The earth so that the few can maintain their illusion of dominion over everyone. How would life be if
everyone shared equally in their dominion over all the earth?
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Chapter 2
The Star Chamber Courts
A proof is a proof. What kind of a proof? It's a proof. A proof is a proof. And when you have a good
proof, it's because it's proven.
Jean Chretien, Prime Minister of Canada
I want say on the outset that Courts hold a sacred purpose to find out the truth in all matters and act
accordingly to protect people from being harmed. This was what LORD God had set up for the Children
of Israel via the Levite Priesthood who worked in the Tabernackle doing offerings to God for the
forgiveness of sins. The Courts today are about making money and have little concern or care about
how their decisions affect people. There is no meaningful rehabilitation programs and in some
Countries people are killed for victimless crimes, such as being Gay.
Throughout the world today we have various types of Courts which serve the needs of the Ruling Elite
over the needs of the Population. In a word they are all corrupt. It matters not what laws are being
judged, be it common law, sharia law, equity law etc., all are based upon getting you to first surrender
your status as man created as male or female standing in your dominion over all the earth. Once you
state that you are a name you come under the authority of LORD God, whomever has decided to usurp
LORD God's position of course. You are not Judged based upon the edicts LORD God put forward, but by
those laws created by man.
If you manage to maintain and assert the truth of who you areas being man and not a Person or some
other form of fiction, they set you free for they have no jurisdiction over the living, only the Dead or
Fictions. In fact if you assert the truth from your first encounter with the Police they are likely to simply
leave you alone. This only applies to you doing things out of love which conflict with the laws of man,
such as not filing or paying income tax for example. All laws apply to fictional entities not living man be
them male or female. This is what I found to be true.
Once you sign a Promise to Appear and have told the Police numerous times you are a name and
indirectly Person you give up all rights, including your right to life. You see the simple truth is that a
fictional entity fo not exist in truth and thus cannot possibly have any rights or freedoms, as fictions do
not exist in truth. Let that sink in a moment.
The law of the land says that all Citizens have certain rights and freedoms etc. The laws that extend out
of Constitutions in many cases actually conflict with the Constitutions. Ate you a Citizen or hold
Citizenship in a Country or even more than one Country? In terms of the law if the land, who actually
owns the land, thus giving the the right as it were to issue laws? Seems LORD God in Exodus 19:5 said all
the “earth” was his, are you going to argue with him? In truth the Governments are claiming ownership
over the lands in their imaginary world, not the earth itself. They make up maps of the earth, being as
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inaccurate as they are, and overlay thier imaginary boarders upon the picture of the earth. LORD God
never drew any lines upon the earth designating any Country at all, this was all man’s assertions.
A Star Chamber Court is a court where it is not disclosed to the ACCUSED what if any evidence is being
used against him or her to determine guilt or not guilty verdict. There is at times not even a disclosure
of what charges are applied. What does it matter anyway when you are dealing with fictions. If an
individual agrees to taking the leading role as the ACCUSED, then how can LORD God hold them
accountable for doing what the ACCUSED has asked for?
The Court Systems all work the way they do because people lie about who they are. When you go to
Court the Judge always asks if you are the person in the matter before the Court spelled out in an all
capital letter name. It cannot be made clearer, without exposing outright their scam against all those
that come into the courts.
A vast majority of the people have no idea how the Courts and Legal System actually works. They would
rather hire a Lawyer to to resolve thier legal matters then to take the time to think things through.
Further not many take time to learn about this topic until they are in trouble with the Courts and by
then they have contractually agreed to stand for the charges as a person, obliterating all rights as a
fictional entity.
This also applies to many of the people involved in Government who really are deceived about the
entire scam and think they are serving their Country by imposing and enforcing laws on everyone.
However there are some who are aware of the scam and are usually the Gate Keepers to the Legal
System. I suspect some Police Officers know what is what, but again only a few know so to ensure that
they are not punished by LORD God for doing evil upon people. Or perhaps more likely they view as
avoiding Karma as many follow the Talmudic Teachings in applying their craft.
From thier perspective they are practicing witchcraft in the Courts and the Judge ultimately curses those
found guilty by issuing a Sentence, hence the words of his God Lucifer. The Freemasonic aspects to the
Court Systems through it the world are based entirely on Freemason principles from what I can see.
Ultimately it is Lucifer's Court and Lucifer has no power over God and simply can only lie and intimidate
people into trying to trick them into entering his world of fiction and taking on a curse.
There are people who go to Court and are found not guilty. So people believe that the system is fair
and works as it supports truth. Well yes and no. Not guilty verdict comes with a cost. Some people are
ruined for life financially because of huge legal bills. In some cases people are tried over and over again
until the Government gets the verdict it wants. Ultimately the Courts drain the ACCUSED of their life
force and power by siphoning off all their means to sustain life through mammon.
The earth is still their and we are free to live off the earth instead of the world at any time, however the
destruction of the environment seems paramount around populated areas. Not many places to go
where the water is not toxic and there is relatively good land to farm and fish etc.
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Another deception used by the Courts is that all law is written in Legalese. Legalese is defined as a
Jargon by Blacks 7th Edition, a legal dictionary. Webster's English dictionary defines Jargon as an
unintelligible language. Further only Lawyers are allowed to interpret and write law. The words of
Legalese look similar to English words, but have very different meanings than their English counterparts.
One word you will have a great deal of difficulty finding defined in legal dictionaries is the word Love.
In most Courts they will always offer a Bible for people to swear their oath to tell the truth and give up
their NAME to the Court. By saying you own a name you be one responsible for the charges applied to
that NAME as charges are never applied to man be they male or female. The all Capital Letter Name is a
really owned indirectly by the Court as all names are seen as vessels upon the Holy See (Sea) and the
owners of the vessels have gone missing and presumed dead. Thus the Vessels (Vassals) are free to be
salvaged by the Law of the Sea (See).
The Law of the Sea or rsther Admiralty Law allows the Captain of a Vessel ho ignore any law to ensure
the safety of the ship and it's crew. The cargo of the vessel is considered Chattel Property and has no
rights. The law views all Children as Chattel Property owned by the State by the way. You give up your
right to ownership when you sign the Paperwork that issues the Birth Certificate. Because you already
are a slave with a Both Certificate you are forced by Law to enslave your new born baby placing your
signature on the Governt Document registering the Birth of tour baby. Of course your Baby is still a man
created as male or female by God and the document is completely fraudulent, but if you don't declare
the truth, they assume you to be their property evidenced by your use of their all capital letter name
and use of fiction in general. Again most people do not understand what is going on are only doing what
they are told to do in order to get mammon from man to sustain their quality of life.
All documents requiring your signature can also be monitored by the banks to create money. This is the
basis of creating money for mortgages which means death pledge in French and other forms of loans.
Money issued is debt in which interest is paid to the banks based on how much money is in circulation
as Countries do not actually own their currencies, the banks do.
The more you study the Bible the more you see how much the world works in complete opposition to
LORD God and his ways. Truly I believe LORD God loves all of us as his Children. He only asks us in
return is to ultimately love him back by following his examples and ways of life. Lucifer fell because of
pride and his only wish is to deceive as many people possible so they will end in the Lake of Fire with
him to be destroyed.
Nothing changes in Lucifer's ways. He can only deceive and get each if us to go against God. He is the
accuser who accuses each of us all the time before God of breaking God's laws and ways. Ever hear the
phrase the devil is in the details, well imagine millions of laws of which there is no excuse for breaking a
law, that you can be held accountable for as a person? That is the reality you face each day you live in
the world, not only the laws of one Country but laws throughout the entire world.
The devil plays to win not to be fair. The Father of lies has his Children busy working hard on his illusions
to entrap those who do not know who they are in truth. To this end those who sell their souls or
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worship Lucifer are rewarded with power and wealth to enable them to perpetuate the deceptions.
Ever see a poor Judge?
It really goes far beyond the Legal System and centers around Satanism and Baal Worship. Churches are
rife with it in various forms as well as in truth you and your relationship with God is all you need with
Jesus Christ coming and confusing death for us. You see there are no illusions within love. All truth
leads to love and God is love. We are the vessels of Love and when you love others you allowing God to
be expressed through you and live within you. How could a Government exist at all if everyone loved
each other?

Matthew 22:36-40
Master, which is the great commandment in the law? Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great
commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two
commandments hang all the law and the prophets.
Jesus Christ makes it abundantly clear that all law and words of the Prophets must be based upon love
or they are completely invalid according to God.

This one passage in the Bible sets the purpose of all law straight. Law is only valid if it is based upon love.
This would also completely invalidate Sharia Law. Allah is not the same God of the Bible, but a Pagan
moon god. I'll talk more about Sharia Law in a chapter on its own as it affects 1.6 Billion people on earth
today. But I will just say for now that the Bible completely invalidates it and it is based on hate not love.
The Star Chamber Court extends into Sharia Courts as well for various reasons, but the most obvious is
how women are treated as less equal to men in the presentation of evidence many other matters
therein.
It is obvious that there is no system of law within the world that is based upon love. In truth it is actually
a n unloving act to subject anyone to any Court in the world as things stand today. However most
people do not share this view and yet many call themselves Christians. As a side note Paul never
adopted the word Christian to describe the people who believed in Jesus Christ. The word Christian has
its etymology based in the definition of someone who is stupid to paraphrase it.
It saddens my heart to no end how completely enslaved man kind has become and I yearn for love and
freedom for all. But freedom cannot exist so long as others seek to deceive and entrap people for their
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belief that their god promises them some fantasy utopia whereby they triumph over all other people
not like them in belief, race, religion etc.
All are equal before the law? I'll let you decide if this is true or not.
The divine right to lie comes from the Talmud, Koran and many other false based Religions. The Pope
and minion priests are considered to be infallible in all the do and say, thus lying is not a Sin against
Lucifer the god they deceptively worship. The divine right to lie is fundamental to all illusions of truth.
The entire Court system is based upon lying to people to propagate dominion over them. I wonder how
the Courts would survive if it were not allowed to lie to theirs slaves?
Those that do stand in truth are again often persecuted much as Jesus Christ was persecuted and
murdered because the Pharasees and Suducees felt threatened by his truth. The word Rabbi actually
means, my master. When the ruling class sees themselves as masters over others, any truth that
debunks this threatens their mass fortunes and livelihood which is based upon illusion and lies. Not
much has changed since the time Jesus Christ was here. The onslaught of persecuting believers in Jesus
Christ and those standing for truth is non stop it would seem.
The Courts are used to silence the opposition to their façade of lies or justify murder, theft, torture and
pretty much anything that the Ruling Class desires. Crimes of the Ruling Class never make it to Court as
many rulers are seen as sovereigns in the system to one degree or another so long as they do Lucifer's
bidding mind you.
I notice that people who stand for the truth and don't try to take power from doing so are mostly left
alone. Those who threaten the Ruling Class in their ability to deceive are usually persecuted greatly or
even killed, such Martin Luther King. There seems very little hope I my mind for a mass awakening and
turning all this back to a state of live without God's help. Indeed the Book of Revelation tells us that this
is exactly what will take, but at the expense of destroying all but a small remnant of God’s children on
earth. There will come a day not too far into the future where you will be made to choose between God
and Lucifer. God's Children will be destroyed for not taking the mark of the beast and bowing down to
the Anti-Christ. All I can say to the Ruling Class who have enslaved us is your time will come to a horrible
end for what you are doing to all of man kind.
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Chapter 3
The United Nations
The outward projection of the United Nations is that of a body of Nation States coming together to
peacefully resolve conflicts in an attempt to prevent World Wars or Wars in general. It is also seen as a
place where much good and sharing of resources among Nation States takes place to alleviate mass
starvation and genocides.
The International Criminal Court sort of works in conjunction with the United Nations, in prosecuting
Leaders for Crimes against humanity. As such it seems only selective prosecutions take place and there
is seldom full disclosure of any trial to the public, due to national security issues etc.
At the Heart of the United Nations Law is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Declaration as
it were leaves it up to each Country who must be a member of the UN to decide for themselves what
Human Rights are actually to be applied to their laws.
The United Nations gives veto power to I think it is 6 different Countries over any resolution that the
U.N. attempts to pass, such as organizing to stop a genocide within any given Country.
You will notice that the U.N. makes use if the word human in all its documents. Human is not actually
defined in any legal dictionaries as from this perspective no rights resolutions passes by the U.N. actually
apply to any PERSONS throughout the world. Thus the U.N. is not legally obligated to assist persons
being oppressed anywhere in the world as they are not classified as human.
The word human has an occult meaning in it representing all light aspects of the soul if man. But more
specifically it is the Light if Lucifer in all his Hues of light that they want man to worship. In the U.N.
prayer room there is a cube, much as the cube found in Mecca. The cube represents the unfolded cross
or box, which they work to keep humanity within. I should add that the cross is a pagan symbol and is a
form of idolatry as is the cube.
When a resolution is passed all IN Members take the resolution their respective Legislatures and ratify it
as law within their Countries, giving some illusion that the population of that Country is given some kind
if choice in agreeing with the Resolutions.
The one Resolution that is being implemented is Agenda 21, which aims at depopulating the world and
making vast no go zones for the protection of wildlife. Also a massive transfer of wealth to populations
in poor Countries from the rich ones. In part this is being reflected in the mass migrant influx into
Europe and North America.
Recently the U.N. came out to say it will enforce white people in America to pay reparations to black
people for their enslavement over a century ago. The First Nations people in Canada have seized vast
areas if land for themselves and hundreds billions of dollars for saying that their creator gave them land.
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I guess Genesis 1 saying that all man has dominion overall the earth is not held as true, but the first
Nation's people were apparently on the land first so they actually own it right?
In truth little money put into helping people by the U.N. or government Agencies actually make it to the
people that need the help. Most of the money gets ducked up in administrative costs or deposited into
Swiss Bank Accounts of despot leaders.
As it is with the Courts Judges are given a portion of all fines they impose on people, which goes into
their retirement fund so I have read. Private prisons in the USA are demanding prison population levels
be maintained by the Government and Judges are paid a kind if finders fee for every inmate they send to
prison. In some instances people are sentenced to prison without a trial at all by a Judge.
https://youtu.be/BD6Y_cezz2M
The U.N. recognizes only one Religion in the world and it is not Christianity. The U.N. only recognizes
Theosophy, which is simply a form of witchcraft. The U.N. reserves a seat for Lucis Trust formally call
Lucifer's Trust in the U.N. assembly.
It seems Saudi Arabia constantly holds the seat of the U.N. Human Rights Council, which the world over
it seems Muslims decry being victims of various sorts as they invade the Western world as economic
refugees that don’t want to work.
The purpose of the U.N. is really to help unify policies in Countries to bring about the New World Order.
Leaders of Countries who do not comply with the New World Order agenda have sanctions and at times
military invasions, where the economy is ruined and civilians are displaced and/or killed. Peace Keeping
and providing Aid to civilians is the primary role It seems, not actually preventing wars or stopping them
as the U.N. was created to do. Reported abuses of refugees at U.N. camps has been an issue in the past
as well, we’re young women are forced into sex slavery by soldiers.
The world is led by Lucifer not God , as it has been for thousands years. When does good or the truth
ever get a chance to prosper? Ultimately we are being forced into a One World Government, with a One
World Religion and a One World Currency. The U.N. is the unifying force behind all this.
There will come a time where people will be given the decision to bow down to Lucifer or be beheaded.
Those that do will be required to take the mark of the beast in order to buy and sell. The depopulation
agenda is for there to be no more than 500 million people living on the earth into the future. They view
humanity as a cancer upon the earth.
There are two variations to magic one is white and the other is black. Both seek to control reality to
create outcomes favorable to what the people practicing the magick want. Both white and black make
use of demonic spirits which depending on what they are doing demand a human sacrifice for their
services. If they promoted Satanism outright they would be shut down. There have been some
researchers that have put out some documentaries and videos about Theosophy and I would encourage
you to watch them on YouTube. Essentially Theosophy is another form of Baal worship.
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So what I am saying here is that the world is governed by the principles of Satanism and Baal Worship,
not on values put forward in the Bible. This Satanism permeates all aspects of society leaving Bible
reading and believing followers of Jesus Christ as being a tiny minority in respect to the rest if the world.
In order to represent your Country at the U.N., you need to be selected by the leader of your Country
and predominantly the people selected to occupy seats in the United Nations are Jewish or have
unwavering support for Israel. Roughly 1200 of the 1800 people who work at the U.N. are Jews. The
land for the U.N. Building was given by the Jews. You will notice that every resolution to declare Israel a
Terrorist State has be vetoed and it wasn’t until recently that Palestine was extended the right to be its
own State, but blocked through ratification. Fundamentally the U.N. is being used to steer the world
towards the agenda of a One World Order, where the Jewish controllers are the managers if not rulers
of. Jesus Christ told the Jews that their Father was Satan and he was a liar and a murder from the
beginning. Theosophy is based upon the Talmud which is seen in part in the New Age and various occult
practices. I can think of several commandments that the U.N. breaks within its operation and structure.
Although there is a strong Jewish influence on the U.N. the underpinning aspect to it is indeed Religion.
They all follow Lucifer and worship him. Lucifer takes on many different names as God scattered the
people in Babylon and confounded their language as they all spoke one language. At the heart of
Babylonian Spirituality was Magick. What we see going on with the U.N. is nothing different where the
core of it is based upon utilizing magick to force the world into do its bidding using demons and spells
etc. The problem is that it has little or no effect on those who follow Jesus Christ and thus why there is
and has been persecution against his children for thousands of years. Christians are the most
persecuted people on the earth today. Evil consumes all that is good if left unchecked. Ultimately
Lucifer wants to have dominion over all the earth and makes promises to his minions to help him
achieve it, much as it was in the Garden of Eden. For the most part we can see the fruits of the U.N. in
not preventing any Genocides, wars, famines or anything detrimental to mankind. Agenda 21 is but one
example of what they are working to bring about. The carbon tax system they implemented is
destroying the middle class in Canada and other Countries it is implemented, transferring the wealth to
despot leaders in third world Countries that use it to oppress their people who stand for righteousness
and truth.
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Chapter 4
The Pagan Governments
The Land of Canaan is only one example of how people have organized themselves around Pagan belief
systems and thus Pagan based Governments. They were heavily into a Satanism in all its forms. Slavery
has been a constant theme as well. Many times concurring Countries would take the civilian population
as slaves. Exodus 21 actually lays out the laws surrounding slave ownership, versus no laws among
pagan societies. Take note of what of any laws encompass treatment of slaves under Islam today. Jesus
Christ abolished all forms of slavery through his commandment to live each other.
Pagan societies tend to revolve around some form of nature worship and human sacrifice to appease
their gods. I suspect wars are started in part because of this due to the pagan symbology put onto
soldier uniforms and various flags. The Holy Roman Empire and it’s Church have been the among the
most horrific in history in killing people, with its manufactured pagan side kick Islam as a code second.
World power emanates primarily from the Jesuits who control the Roman Church and all Religions and
Secret Societies in the world today.
They are at war with God and his true Children trying to bring about the age of the Anti-Christ. Sadly as
foretold in the Bible they are succeeding in this venture. Part of the spoils of Paganism based
Governments is indeed slavery. The world financial and legal system ensures the enslavement of all of
man kind. The Ruling Class are slaves to their god Lucifer and have more privileges power and wealth
than the commoners.
Often we find idolatristic symbols embedded in crowns and other head gear. This is done to elevate the
importance of rulership over the ignorant masses. Imagine a Native Chief only wearing one eagle
feather for example. Do you think ego plays a part in all this?
You see there is only self love in ego worship. To be Lucifer's chosen one over the many to be viewed
and worshiped as God himself and in some cases to believe one self to be God, leads to do as thou wilt
shall be the whole if the law, as Alistair Crowley put it.
Love of self over all else drives the Pagan societies never allowing empathy to creep in, which is the
cardinal sin for despots. It all revolves around the lie the Serpent told Eve in the Garden that her eyes
would be open and she would be as a god. Well blinded and deceived into serving Satan to achieve his
objectives as his minion slave. You see when people make deals with these demonic beings for power
that demand sacrifice, the demon will turn onto the Conjured to possess them or kill them in some
cases. So ultimately they play a game of Russian Roulette with demons to gain power over man kind.
Eventually though Satan has no use for them and takes those souls. The devastation left in the wake of
all this leaves man kind enslaved and persecuted. Those who go along with the will of the paganistic
regiemes are rewarded for doing so, be it wealth, power, slaves or even fame as we see with the
Entertainment industry today.
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In order to perpetuate all this they control the mass media. The Internet backfired on them, but they
are now heavily moving on censoring it by all means possible. They work by deception getting
unknowing and unthinking people to so their bidding for them. Mind control and hush money abounds
to help maintain their deceptions. You see the Snake never forced Adam and Eve to eat the fruit, he just
lies to them. Because Adam Eve were never lied to by God they had no awareness that one of God’s
creatures would lie to them. The same game is played over and over again and people fall for it.
So a lot of people who never took time to read the Bible and think of it as untrue and cruel etc., never
seem to question God’s motives in destroying people who were into Baal Worship. Rather the secular
types will point out laws that enshrine human rights and fairness in all aspects of life. Others will yearn
for a Calaphate where all Governments are enforcing Sharia Law and justify it by saying the Law comes
from God so it must be okay. Yet again seldom do Muslims ever bother to read the Koran and
comprehend it. As it states that they must follow what is said in the Bible over what is said in the Koran.
The idea that any Government in the world is purely secular as some claim to be is laughable deception
beyond belief. Paganism is at the root of all Governments in the world. One only has to look at the
rituals carried out for opening the Legislative bodies, some carrying in a scepter representing the power
to make law leather spells. The layout and design of the temples they create laws in similar Baal
temples. So many of the temples are made of stone and adorned with gargoyles and other demonic
creatures. The coat of arms symbolizing Lucifer In many designs. They love working with numbers and
symbols as a means to pass on meaning of things and create their spells with.
The idea that a group of people own land is indefensible in truth. They are all presenting various forms
of idolatry 6 and have people sing National Anthems in worship of their fiction based bar. The USA even
has people pledging their allegiance to a flag? Are you kidding me! How completely brainwashed can
one be!
The cornerstone or rather I like to say the Headstone to all this death is centralised within secret
societies where they all funnel into the control of the Jesuits. It is through these secret societies that
people are selected to serve agenda of the Lucifer. Leaders are not elected but selected. When you
have two opposing secret society members to vote for as leader the secret society always wins.
There are some excellent videos and documentaries on YouTube currently that explain how this has
been going on for hundreds of years now.
Interestingly those leaders who are involved in Luciferianism and/or Satanism can be seen shape shifting
into Reptilian demonic forms from time to time on video. Same goes with many popular Entertainers
such as movie stars and singers. There is various reasons why this happens, but be aware of it. Even
some Religious leaders shape shift, especially the ones you see with millions of people following them.
Again it is Lucifer who is deceiving a these people who take part in building his Kingdom and not God's.
They all have a way out through following Jesus Christ instead, but once they die they are not welcomed
into God's Kingdom in Heaven, but the other place, you know… Hell. In truth Hell does not exist
according to the Bible, it is a Paganistic lie found in the Talmud. When we die we go to sleep and are
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risen on the day of Judgement and those that don’t make the cut are dumped into the Lake of Fire by
the Angels of God. Those that do please God go onto live on earth forever as God makes Heaven and
earth anew and we have the right to live in the City of New Jerusalem, a beautiful city with streets of
gold.
I often wonder why God is allowing all this suffering too take place. But from what I can gleam from the
Bible the solution is and always has been for mankind to simply love one another. Everything can be
very good as God has created us as described in Genesis Chapter 1.
However as I stated earlier there are two different a accounts of creation differing a lot between
Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. Why this is again speculative, but I have some ideas why it is so and we will get
into that next chapter.
Ultimately our enemy is not our fellow man but spiritual entities of pure wickedness occupying places of
power. Evil exists within boundaries both physically and imaginary, hence why the world seeks to put
boundaries upon the earth. when in truth there are none. There are natural groupings of people or
tribes as it were, but it is whether we choose to love one another of separate tribes that bring about
unity on the earth or not.
The unity to be brought about by the New World Order will be brutal and absolute. Paganism is all
about making the world do what you want it to do. When you clash with others competing for the same
thing war often breaks out. This is why we see so much of artificial scarcity in the world. You see for one
man to be rich another must be poor. There has always been a war on the poor, keeping them illiterate
and ignorant makes them easy to control. The white witch always does what they do for the highest
good, but leaving it up to a spirit which could be and most likely is demonic in nature ultimately seeks to
possess those who summon the spirit. Your worldly possessions may be much more than you think they
are.

Secularism in Government
The idea of separation between Church and State is absolute in Secular Governments. They opt to live
by the Rule of Law and in no way is the Bible or Other Religious texts allowed to take priority over the
rule of law. However we see people being sworn in on the Bible and Koran for example. This is done to
ensure of course that people are taking an Oath to Swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help me God as it ends. One problem with this, is that Jesus Christ told us never to take
any Oaths and that are yeas should be yeas and nays should be nays. One of the 10 commandments is
not to bear false witness, so we are commanded to tell the truth. What the purpose of the Oath is for is
two parts one to make you into a liar before God to disobey his son and second to discredit you as to
being telling the truth as nobody knows the whole truth about anything. Once they observe that you
are liar anything you say is considered questionable as not being true. Thus the next thing that happens
they ask you to state your name and it is of course unprovable as you cannot own anything, especially
something in fiction. Thus you enter their world of fiction where no truth exists as it is all based upon
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fiction. Further the all capital letter name is written in all caps, which is a legal fiction name, not the
name given to you at birth.
We see this Oath taking and all capital letter names used throughout Government having people submit
to when they want to run for an elected position or be an officer of the Court or operate in any capacity
which involves law or enforcement of laws within the Government. There are some Governments like
Canada and the USA that are defacto Governments, which the Government has been usurped by
foreigners to the Country. The Queen is not the Head of State of Canada for example, she was removed
from Canada in 1893 with the removal of section 2 of the BNA Act. The USA simply changed what the
Constitution said united States of America to UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, which is separate
corporation run by the Temple Bar in the City of London and ultimately the Vatican. They hire people on
as employees of the corporation through their Birth Certificates, which makes them a CITIZEN on their
slave ship called the CITIZEN_SHIP.
The idea of separation between Church and State is only a facade as those who control the Government
operate behind the scenes dictating what they want done, while their minions go about pretending to
lead the Country in public view. Those that do not obey their masters are removed from power one way
or another and a new puppet is put in his or her place. Again elections are rigged from the start to
ensure that only the candidates that support the ruling class will ever be given a chance to win, not to
mention the voting fraud that takes place as well.
So Secularism in Governments is simply a facade as the agenda’s are put forward by the controllers not
so much the people of the Country, who voted a party in to do what they “Promised” to do during the
campaigning ritual. The idea that Government is Secular in nature is a lie of huge proportions, yet they
will deny it every step of the way. Take note how they ritual is done in opening of the Legislative bodies,
where a Sceptor is carried in representing the power of the Legislature. A magick wand perhaps would
be more telling, but it is a Pagan ritual that goes on each day they “debate” bills etc. The House of Lords
for example and its Lords Spiritual is not secular in nature? Seems everyone is wearing holy robes and
there is always someone sitting on a throne of power called Mr Speaker. And the rooms are adorned
with idolatry and gold and symbols that would make any Church of the common people look rather
desolate. There is also a seating order and a hierarchy of control, where deflection of questions
concerning matters is managed by scripts, so that laws are never actually debated, but simply pushed
through without any opposition having any chance of holding the Government accountable for, all those
involved are merely minions of Lucifer and they are their to do his bidding, not the will of the people.
The Courts are the same way, witches wearing black robes casting their spells and ensuring all those
involved are liars and break God’s commandments in some form to allow them to be cursed by the
Judge ultimately. The Word of Government is their laws, which is dead and has no one to stand for
them as they were all created in fiction; Where as our living God sent us his word and stands in truth
about their volatility. The other thing that goes on in Courts is everyone is made to bow or stand for his
Worship or Honor, thus worshiping the Judge or rather man, thus having those who do stand or bow,
tacitly contracting to remove their dominion over all the earth to another man or woman. In the
Catholic Religion people are made to bow or kneel to the Cross with Jesus on it, thus the same is in the
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Court to bow to your god. By the way the Cross is a pagan symbol of the Sun God Apollo, which is again
another name for Lucifer. All or most Judges are Freemasons or Jews in western Countries. The layout
of the Court Rooms resembles closely that of a Freemason Lodge and there are procedures to all their
rituals. All rituals done in Paganism are done to instill the power of a god over people in some way.
Ultimately it was Caesar’s will to be God over man, all of man through his Holy Roman Empire, which is
merely another rendition of Babylon. The Tower of Babble today can actually be seen as the European
Parliament, where unelected officials dictate to the European Countries on what their laws and customs
will be. If you want to see the purest example of Paganism in Government you need not look any
further than the European Government I would surmise.
The influence on the world by the Vatican and its legal system are substantial. Even Sharia Courts follow
the same formats, just labeling people differently. Again Islam was created by the Catholic Church,
where Mohammad was a Cardinal in the Church. In the end there is a separation between Church and
State, just there is no separation between Paganism and State. It is interesting that in Texas they leave
it up to the family of a dead victim to determine if the accused should be put to death or not. This is a
mosaic law, where the family had the right to kill anyone that killed one of their family members. God
had the Levitates create a city in the Land of Israel where slayers go for protection from being killed as
God always works to redeem his children. However LORD God would from time to time smite and kill
those who he judged as being far too evil, thus leaving God to determine who lives and dies ultimately.
I would suggest you also look at the Manitoba Legislature and see it as the Temple of Lucifer that is.
There are many Legislative buildings that are actually constructed as Temples throughout the world
today. The Israeli Supreme Court is constructed as a Temple as well, which edifies Lucifer in many ways
and tramples on God in many ways as well. Paganism works very much on symbology, ritual and
numbers. Legalese I suspect is created of Gematria, a way of constructing words based upon their
numeric value and thus frequency. Numerology works the same way as there are some variations on
this, which lead back again to the Talmud, but more so the Kabala.
Gematria
http://www.gematrix.org/
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Chapter 5
Creation or Formation
In my last book I was confused about how God and LORD God. I came to the conclusion that indeed God
and LORD God were one in the same. This is because God can do anything he wants to do and present
himself differently depending on the reality he is working within. Ultimately LORD God champions
righteousness and good. What I do believe is that there was one reality created and another one
formed, however it is love that ultimately holds dominion over all the earth, because God is love. When
you remove Love and have Judgement between that which is good and that which is evil, God in his pure
state of love cannot exist there. Thus why Genesis chapter 1 ends with everything that God created was
very good. There is no mention of evil all is very good and thus all operates on the principle of love.
In Genesis Chapter 2 God actually did not create anything, he formed everything. There was a very
important purpose for this, because he was forming an illusion an illusion that was overlaid upon the
truth. You cannot see the truth if you are focused on the illusion. The central focus of this illusion was
the tree that gave knowledge of good and evil. Knowing something is not love and it is very subtle
adjustment from knowing something than being something, which was part of God and all of creation.
You need not be told what something is when you are that something. But when you believe you know
something rather than being part of something you become separated and no longer part of it. Thus
ultimately we are to live in God’s presence for eternity and he will be our light and we his creation.
There is no separation between us and God anymore. But when Adam and Eve separated from God,
they viewed their reality as being unconnected parts and thus exposed in their nakedness.
Why God made this illusion possible is up for debate, but I believe that in order to love you must have a
choice not to love for love does not hold you prisoner it is a choice and heart-felt state of being.
Because Adam and Eve had no concept of what illusion was existing in love, they had to have a way to
experience what love wasn’t to understand what love is. Neither of them could “know” the
consequences would be or what it means to disobey or go against God’s will, unless they experienced it
firsthand. The only thing God wants in return for creating us is to be loved in return. Thus in order to
love God, he needs his children to remain pure and not sin against him. Because of evil, it causes his
children to become cursed. This ultimately led to the fallen angels interbreeding with the daughters of
men and creating the Giants or Nephilim as some call them. The destruction of the earth and of man
became so great that those that were left were of pure evil, only Noah and his family were pure in their
generations, or family tree one may say, they did not have fallen angel DNA in them. Thus came the
great flood and here we are today.
So the first illusion created was created by God. Lucifer works in a similar way with the control he has
over the world. Lucifer’s illusion is to take everything that is real and put his own label over it, thus is
why we see the corruption of our names in all capitals. We see Countries spelled in all capitals along
with all the institutions of Government. It is a way of expressing Legal Fiction, where without all capitals
it is a Legal thing of sorts. As Adam named everything in the Garden, Lucifer can only corrupt the name
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in every Garden. In the Lord’s Prayer it says Hollowed be thy name. Hollowed means to purify and
sanctified. Thus God’s name of God is without Sin. Thus man made in God’s image has no sin attached
to their name either; it is by our actions of not loving our Father in heaven and do things against his will
that we sin against him. Because God created this reality to be an illusion we get sickness from doing
things against God to others, hence not loving others and all of the earth. Thus for Lucifer to do his
magick on people, he must control the names, thus names are formed from names given to you from
your parents or yourself if you so wish to change your name at some point.
So there are two simultaneous illusions at play here, one which causes curses and sickness to you when
you do things that are considered in God’s eyes evil and/or go against his commandments and the
second derived from Lucifer in his bid to control you so you do sin against God and remain in a cursed
state and not forgiven by God. Initially God did not provide a way for us to remove the Curse which was
created when Adam and Eve took from the tree that gave knowledge of good and evil and that led to
eventually the near destruction of all of man on earth and the population of the giants, which he had to
wipe out with the flood. Then God introduced a way through sacrificing animals in the Tabernacle as a
means to help us to be forgiven for our sins, based upon the 10 commandments and the Mosaic laws.
This did not happen though until God brought the Children of Israel out of Egypt who were held in
Bondage and subjected to the Paganism therein. After freeing the people it took God 40 years making
them nomadic and learning to trust and know him again. It was also a matter of making his Children
fear him as well as their was a problem with their hearts at this time, they were no circumcised thus able
to sustain love in their hearts, law was the only thing they knew and understood for the most part, it like
being blind to love. However with time God had success with his Children who he thought were peculiar
in nature. What God was actually doing was preparing them so that they could be redeemed back to
him as they lived by law, which sustained them in good over evil. God cannot dwell in sin and he turns
from those that do sin, so at this point evil was mainly triumphing over all the earth and God so loved his
Children he rescued them then taught them how to be good and love one another through that process.
When Moses came down from the Mountain with the 10 Commandments and found many of the
people except for the Levites worshiping the Golden Calf, he killed off those that were involved and God
made the Levites the Priesthood for not engaging in the Pagan worship. Every time man has wondered
off into Paganism, things do not end up well for all involved I might add. What I see is a progression
from God in his intervention and helping man establish themselves on earth even though initially there
was nothing that could harm man except if man fell for the illusion of good and evil, versus the truth
that God “Created” everything as being very good. This is the illusion we contend with at every moment
in our day, to choose good over evil. Islam has a very different Paganistic set of laws and way of living
that promotes evil over good and they are blind to the simple truths which I discuss here. For the most
part people are perpetuating curses on themselves by not adhering to love one another. It is
compounded by Lucifer who wants you to be impoverished and be led down a path of torment, where
you are constantly hating and doing evil to your fellow man, which empowers Lucifer’s control over the
world and disempowers man having dominion over all the earth.
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In Genesis 2: 4 it says, “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were
created, in the day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens,”. The word generations, tell us
that there are multiple creations of heaven and earth or rather more importantly made not created. It
is a subtle difference, but it explains the illusion aspect well in that God makes multiple illusions of
heaven and earth, where in truth at some point God ends the illusion an gathers up all that were good
and brings them into his true creation where all that he created is very good. That is what this is saying;
I am not making it up. In Genesis 1:1 it says, “God created the heaven and the earth”, not heavens.
In Genesis 1:27 it says, “So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.” Note the word created here versus in Genesis 2:7 where it says, “And the
LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and
man became a living soul.” The other difference here is the difference between God and LORD God as
we are now within the illusion, but the truth remains that we are created as well. LORD God takes upon
the illusion of God, but is merely another expression of God as God can exist in any way he desires to
with man. LORD God the LORD of Lords and KING of Kings is creating freedom of choice between living
conjoined with God for eternity or living in a state where we can choose to love or not love, having
absolute freedom from God so we can in God’s image love God. It is about seeing past the illusion and
knowing you are loved and returning that love which you feel within you.
So this is where we are. We exist within an illusion, where evil hordes this knowledge to control people
through creating more illusions, which keep them in an unloving state between each other and God.
This is also in part why LORD God says that he is a Jealous God, for his illusion to work he has to take on
something that drives him to restore good over evil. Although LORD God is slow to anger and if you love
him and ask him to forgive and forget your transgressions, he holds great empathy and joy in his heart
for you that are being truthful and honest about your intentions. LORD God loves his children beyond
anything we could possibly imagine an the Bible is filled with examples of him doing incredible things to
protect and nurture his children, including sending his only begotten Son Jesus Christ to die on the cross
for our sins. He wants to redeem us back from our sins so we don’t die with the illusion, which in the
end he destroys and makes all anew and we are given access to the Tree of Life and live forever with
God on earth.
There are other differences between Genesis Chapter 1 and 2 and I would encourage you to read both
chapters and note the differences for yourself, seeing the difference between the illusion and creation. I
think some would astutely say that how can we possible have dominion over the earth if we exist inside
an illusion? My answer to that is, love is not an illusion and all that is good is love as LORD God himself
says in Revelation. That which is good holds dominion over that which is evil or untrue as truth is always
self evident. It is self evident that no man can prove that in any possible way that they hold ownership
over you, the earth or anything as they can only point to fictions and lies to justify it, thus illusions.
LORD God said in Exodus 19:5 that all the earth was his. So anything that they use upon the earth to
justify owning you or anything goes against LORD God’s statement, because you are all on the earth and
everything upon the earth and the earth is owned by LORD God alone. Don’t fall for their illusions,
although they may be so blind to the truth, that they can no longer decern the truth you speak, then you
might have a problem. But if you stand your ground in truth, it is self evident and you don’t fall for their
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intimidation and fear, you might be let go. Unfortunately Lucifer works to destroy God’s children and
those that are killed for God’s sake, are completely forgiven and brought into heaven with God. It is not
easy living inside an illusion, but the rewards for standing in truth and loving one another, works to set
us free of this Pagan materialism. Ephesians 6:12 says, “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places.”
Be of good spirit and joy as we are approaching a time where all this is coming to an end and we will be
freed of this illusion and live forever with God and in the City of Light called New Jerusalem. Our
adventures with God are only in their baby steps, imagine what eternity will be! The more we strip
away at the illusions and keep our sights on God the better it is for us and all those around us. We will
be hated an persecuted for doing so, but to go with the flow of Lucifer’s world leads one onto the wide
path of destruction. Note all the wars and suffering that goes on, because people are blinded to the
truth. They are taught to never question authority and follow all the laws of man. Wherever you see
money flowing, take some time to see what illusions people are falling for and ask yourself if you really
want to be part of that illusion. Truth is always self evident.
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Chapter 6
There is no Truth in Fiction
If you can keep the is understanding that there is no truth in fiction, then you are half way home. The
objective of the system of Government is to get man to believe they are Persons rather than man
standing in their dominion over all the earth. The reason for doing this is to animate a stage play where
the actors put their energy into to control or be controlled. To govern means to control and mental is
the mind. Satanist have always used mind control throughout known history, however there are varied
forms. Mammon, extortion and trauma are the primary ways of control. When mind control does not
work, prison, murder or genocide is used to subdue individuals or segments the population. The U.N.
does not like to apply the word Genocide, so they use the term Ethnic Cleansing instead.
Words are very important to the puppet masters for words. Political leaders are masters of answering
questions , without actually answering them. The use of words in Government are so important ,
government employees that interface with the public are generally trained to use Neural Linguistic
Programming, The purpose of course is to trick people into compliance with policies or obtain tacit
consent from the public without them being made aware they are entering into a Contract. The
Government primarily works on ensuring the ruling class maintain control over the population
regardless of what the population believes. Most people in Canada for example will go out and vote
people into power for public office, but no where in their laws does it say they actually represent the
people who elect them. Same goes with Lawyers, their firstvibligatuon is to the Court, not their clients.
I would push it a bit further and say their first obligation is to Lucifer as most if not all are part of some
Secret Society that worship Lucifer above all else. Roman Catholics unknowingly worship Lucifer, but
instead of looking into this most would think what say is not true and dismiss this. The central focus of
power is Rome and the Holy Roman Empire and all its persons orchestrate or rather direct the actors on
their stage.
Hollywood is all about protesting stories some true and most fiction. Holly wood is the wood that is
used to make magic wands. The entire purpose of Hollywood is to create films that entice people to
think about or perceive life in ways that support the fiction based play going on all around you, that
most would call reality. If you are told or shown how to perceive reality in a certain way, it blinds you to
the truth if you perceive reality through the lens of fiction. Hollywood works as a propaganda center for
the Government. Hollywood is a Satanic beast as is the music industry, where entertainers often sell
their souls for fame and fortune. Seldom do you see anyone on stage who is a Christian at heart.
The objective of Government once again is to get you to become an actor on their stage and waive your
dominion on earth as man. By getting you to enter their world of fiction, you agree to operate under
their rules, not God's. When you do you forsake God and lose your power of dominion over all the
earth. Because a fiction does not exist in truth they suck life from you as parasites and determine what
if any privileges you may have as their slave. In order to animate all the fictions in the play they need
your consent. You do this in a variety of ways, for example showing up in their Court after signing a
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Promise to Appear. Ask yourself how many times has God shown up in their Court? People have
actually sued God in Court and God never makes an appearance, so they throw the case out, never mind
having to serve God papers eh?
You see you hold dominion over all the earth. Thus everything that is on the earth, that comes from the
earth or is manufactured on the earth, be it material things or manufactured lies, you hold dominion
over as man created as male or female by God. You hold dominion over the ink, their paper and even
their words of personhood as they speak from fictions (Persons) not as fully accountable man being
male or female. You see it is a sin against God to take away man’s dominion, so the devil has to use
tricks to get you to agree to play a an actor in the play. You do this by using their laws to defend
yourself with for example, when in truth you only need to point out Genesis 1:26-28 that explains your
dominion. You have to say you are on the earth and not in their imaginary Country, Court House
(Temple), Jail, Police (Policy) Station or any other named building, structure, ship or anything that they
dream of labeling, you are on the earth, period!
Another that is going on in Fiction is that they as magicians make use of mirrors and also smoke at times
to confuse and cloud your mind. No where in any of their laws will you actually seem say that
something is law. What the do use is Statutes, Regulations, Orders, Bylaws, Ordinances, Codes, Acts,
Canon, Sections and Subsections, Charters, Declarations, Constitutions, Policy, Procedures, Directives
and some others I can't think of or know about right now. You see Law Courts do not deal with Laws,
they are in truth banks that work to settle accounts brought before the Court to make money. The
amount of money generated by your signature on one of their documents gives life to the stage actors
do they can put on a play that is based in adversarial warfare and not truth and love. There is no
Judgement in love and it is our decision at every step to hate others and try and take away their
dominion. They have no power over you, because they are based in Fiction. All truth leads to love and
love is completely unconditional, no boundaries exist in love. Harm brought to you by another is taken
care of by the fictions as those causing you harm have forgotten who they are. When you forget who
you are in God's Kingdom, you are more apt to fall into the fiction traps and be dealt with by the Devil's
Advocates.
Advocates are Lawyers who practice Deviling. Deviling has been part of the Legal System for at least 500
years now. New Devil’s ate trained by master Devil’s in order to be accepted by the Courts as
Advocates, or rather Devil Advocates. Deviling as it is called is used by Courts in the United Kingdom,
however because the BAR is a worldwide franchise the same thing goes on in other Countries, just under
different name, such as Articling. The School of Deviling is on the Internet at:
http://www.advocates.org.uk/
In both cases, it is about training a new student lawyer on all the tricks of the trade as it were. Usually
takes a year of unpaid enslavement. This gives them time to get the student involved In a secret society
of some form, usually the Freemasons. The rituals they go for end up having the student forsaking God
over worshiping Lucifer. I am only guessing at this of course, but the Jesuits are not going to allow the
courts to operate without backroom control over it. The student is taught basically how to apply their
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schooling in the Courts and Legislative Bodies, as Politicians do not write the laws, lawyers do and they
debate the laws as written in English, not legalese. Thus even the Politicians that are elected do not
know the full meaning of the laws they debate over and pass. Freemasonary is about taking people who
ate in darkness and bringing them into the light as the first ritual goes, along with a blood oath to never
tell about what they learn as a Freemason etc. So they take someone who has been lied to their whole
life and show them bots and parts of how the system works, keeping them in a forsaken state with God
and letting them milk the slaves for money over matters that do not concern them in truth. The master
and apprentice always go hand on hand in occult magick. Jesus Christ told us never to call another man
master, yet in many aspects of Government we are made to bow too, worship and make ourselves their
puppets and slaves. Indeed some believe they are a god among men. When was the last time a Judge
or President bowed to you or stood at attention and saluted you? Although I would never want anyone
to bow, salute, worship or elevate me in some way above all others. It is this way in the world of fiction
though as when the law is, do as thou wilt, power is the currency of rulers, not love.
This brings us to mirroring. It is actual mirror that reflects the inverse and opposite of what is true. They
want you to be the image in the mirror not the actual source of the image. You can see this in how they
are pushing Gender Neutral or no Gender specified a t birth now in Canada and other places. You have
a gender you were born with and in their fiction there can be no truth or it is not fiction. So Gender
fluidity or no Gender is being pushed on children. Children who go through sex changes have very high
suicide rates when they get older. Within the system the image which is actually a reflection of light,
which holds no life within it is the person. The image holds no power and has no dominion. The world is
centered upon taking God's creation and creating it via a mirror into Lucifer's image, not God's. Lucifer
cannot create he can only take what has been created and twist it in ways to deceive man. You see
there can be no life in a reflected image and thus Lucifer's Kingdom is all about the sucking life from man
to enable his world to function in Lucifer's image. So the entire system works to cause man to not
enslave themselves, but to have man give up life energy in various ways to animate Lucifer’s world.
I once went to Court to testify and the Hedge said to the Prosecutor that Law is always spoken. Hence
the law is actually in truth what you say in your dominion or agree to in your dominion as being law. If
someone harms you, you forgive them and correct them by reminding them that the law is to love one
another. This is the only reason for any court to exist, to ensure God's commandment to love your
neighbour is maintained.
When a Judge is about to pass sentence on someone, the Judge will always ask if there is something you
wish to say before the JUDGE, not the man on the bench, passes judgement on the accused. Again it is
man's dominion upon the earth and the Judge is tacitly asking you permission to do something to you,
like steal money from you, steal your freedom or steal your life. The JUDGE also asks for the
DEFENDANT to stand. Standing means a couple of things. One you ate standing thus agreeing to be
SENTENCED by the JUDGE. And two you are acting as the surety for the imaginary “PERSON” who us the
actual FICTION based entity called a PERSON that was being tried. Human Sacrifice transmits life energy
to the demonic realm and you by standing are agreeing to be harmed by others involved in this stage
play, so they can extract energy from you to feed their demon or Devil as it were. When asked to stand
and to say anythnything on your mind prior to being sentenced, you best stay seated and day you are
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not a Person, Fiction or Corporate body, but a man created as make or female by God standing in your
dominion over all the earth and not the DEFENDANT in any way. “I am now leaving this place that is
upon the earth, do not interfere with me”. Then get up and walk out. It matters not if you have chains,
cuffs or whatever on you, get up and walk out. You can ask the SHERIF to unlock you after leaving the
building. You can always go to a company that sells hand cuffs etc and use a key there.
They may try to intimidate you but hold your ground. Even if they through in jail again, don't agree to
be their SURETY for their PERSON any longer. The JUDGE is very well aware that the laws do not apply
to man, but mostly everyone else doesn't, yet! Satan tempted Jesus Christ asking him to bow down and
worship him, but Jesus Christ new the true score of what was going on. You will note that Satan had the
power to take Jesus Christ against his will. Just remember Law is always spoken. If you contract with
Fictions, then subcontract with them as Fictions do not exist in truth and the truth will set you free.
You have only a responsibility to God. We all will have to answer to Yahua alone and face Judgment by
him alone. There is nothing that man can do to you that goes against God’s will without facing his wrath
in the end. It is why Jesus Christ asks us to love our enemies for they ate simply deceived. Evil does
exist and this is a divided Kingdom. Once God makes the earth anew along with all of creation , we as
man will live with God eternally in his presence and all aspects of evil will be destroyed along with this
game of FICTION.
I would also say that it is free will that people have that are deceived enough to to cause great harm to
you or even murder you over what they perceive the law to be. You can only stand in truth against
these thugs and hope that someone wakes up enough to realize what you are saying to them as being
true. They are defending a belief system that requires them be slaves in order to get money (mammon)
to live. Money is a Babylonian form of magick, where it causes Law to dominate the control of who gets
how much money and thus how much freedom that money can buy.
It is pure hypocrisy that people in positions of power view themselves as being enlightened, while
oppressing their slave population. The Black Robed and sometimes Red Robed Satanists believe that
they are closer to god aka Lucifer than the those who are not part of their secret society. In part the
secret society is the Government where there is an inner and outer court, leaving the inner court
members with greater insight in how everything works. Outer court members are basically useful idiots
as it were, doing the bidding of their Babylonian Masters, thinking that they are important in some way
and part of the team as it were. They are simply being lied to and are probably more in the dark about
life than most people not involved in Government to begin with.
The reason you see Jews, Lawyers, Judges, Police etc. wearing black is that you only see light that is
“reflected” from objects, not the light color that it actually is. This black makes the Magician white in
color, which is the combination of all colors. Thus by wearing black, they are more powerful than any
other source of light for they are all colors. Black also absorbs energy the most and for parasites it is the
best way to steal energy from those around them. It is a firm of vampirism, that utilizes energy rather
than blood. Because Lucifer means Light Bearer they want to be the nearest of all light, thus black. I am
sure if you studied the Kabalah or Theosophy you would learn how black works to control demons to do
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their bidding. Again this is all Pagan magick and much of it originates from Nimrod in Babylon. The
Children of Israel were held as slaves in Babylon for disobeying LORD God as well as in Egypt and each
time they got heavily involved in these Mystery Religions. It took LORD God to have Moses lead his
Children out of Egypt into the land of Canaan, where they were still influenced by Magick. The
Babylonian Talmud, which the Jews of today study and apply to varying degrees, has nothing to do with
God in my humble opinion, but everything to do with Occult practices and the Bible is discarded as the
people are deceived to saying the Talmud takes precedence over the Bible. They also elevate Nature to
the same level as man, versus man having dominion over nature. They of course are told that they
alone are God’s Chosen Ones and are given ruling power over all the earth.
So everyone lives in fiction and cannot see that we are all created equal and thus are equal to one
another. There is no us versus them in love, it is about we as a creation of God in truth. However the
opposite holds great wealth and control over the enslaved population where those who are controlling
things squabble amongst themselves over who gets the spoils of what they rape from Country to
Country. The art of using money to siphon off the energy of an entire Country to benefit the few is very
obvious and operating today. It leads to the destruction of Countries and civil wars and crimes against
humanity, which are seldom if ever stopped if there are no resources to steal from the Country they are
trying rape. I wonder what would happen to the world if the US Dollar was priced at 1/10th of it’s
current value over night? Well this is what they do to currencies in various countries, but usually over a
period of a few years. After time the people can barely afford to live as their leaders and business
people siphon off the wealth of the people and have fat Swiss Bank Accounts I am sure.
The entire system revolves around the understanding that no truth may take hold within their world.
The reason is that it is a way of worshiping Lucifer, by keeping his world a pure fiction. This is why again
that money actually has no intrinsic value, for if it did like Gold does, it would empower people who hold
the gold, rather than making it easy to simply print more money and steal their wealth by pouring more
dollars into the market for their spending needs, not yours of course. Telling the truth about anything
actually destroys their illusion and thus their control over people. Ultimately their desire to worship
and please Lucifer, is all they care, for Lucifer gives them great power and wealth over their fellow man
in exchange for their souls I would say. Much as the serpent told eve that her eyes would be open and
that she would be as a god, these people see themselves as enlightened and as gods over the rest of the
world’s population. They must keep serving Lucifer or they are removed and loose all that was given to
them. Those that opt to leave and follow Jesus Christ, indeed loose all their wealth, but gain peace and
love in return and their souls back I would add. Most are so mind controlled that they can’t see what
they are doing is wrong and against God, but friends are greed and the material world, as the fruit looks
good to eat.
So who do you think is more enlightened and free, those who seek the truth and love others, or those
that seek power and control over others? It is hard for me not to break out in laughter over all this if it
weren’t taken so seriously, by those who are deceived. People are murdered on a daily over every
aspect pertaining to money, power and control. You can simply look into the eyes of these people and
see how their life energy has been sucked from them as the eyes are windows to the soul. Ultimately
this leads them down a path of having no empathy for their fellow man and an ego of huge proportions
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in some. They do what they do in kindness to others only to deceive. The Jesuits do this, in all their
charity work in helping the poor, whom of which they indirectly made poor through the massive control
they hold over the money system etc. There is a reason why the Jesuits were chased out of many
Countries over the Centuries as well as the Jews themselves.
There is no truth in fiction we are all man created as male or female by God each holding dominion over
all the earth. The lies are very complex in order to confuse you, but the truth is very simple and easily
understood by all. Satan is the Author of Confusion and his Legal system is a testament to that. No one
in power is ever held accountable by the people, except if the people from time to time rise up against
their leaders, usually only to be replaced by the same deception with broader privileges giving out to the
slaves. I am not sure when people will stop partaking of the fruit from the Tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, for good and evil is the illusion. When you play opposites you create Judgement and if
you Judge, then you will be Judged as well. The way out is to see everyone as equal to you in truth and
live it. However I do realize doing this will cause you to be alienated by all those who are of this fiction
based world.
Jesus Christ died trying to help us all and resurrected and destroyed Satan’s illusion death for us. Death
is the illusion fiction ultimately seeks, for god created us as eternal beings. God specifically tells man in
Genesis 2:!7 that if you eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil he would die. Jesus Christ
laid out a path for us to return home, we may be in the world, but we are not of the world. Those who
are deceived live in a state of perpetual evil, never realizing and thus applying the truth to their lives,
that being we are all equals to each other and thus we must love one another. There are no illusions in
truth and all truth leads to love. Fiction only leads to death and all fiction is a form of illusion. All
magick is merely illusion, be done by sleight of hand or by the help of the supernatural realm. It is a
matter of deceiving you and hiding the truth of how something happens in truth, thus those involved
enter darkness and in darkness we perceive light as being positive, when it is also part of the illusion.
The only truth is love and God is love. I believe there is a supernatural aspect to all this as well and that
was what Jesus Christ dealt with in the spirit realm, while he was with the dead for 3 days and tried to
save all those there as well, which would align themselves with him (Jesus Christ). God loves his
children, but we have to choose to follow him and in doing so must love the truth, for there is no love in
fiction. I think the Talmudic descriptions of Hell are really about those who die and go to a place where
only fiction exists. As eternal souls living in a fiction do as thou wilt reality, it would be tormenting as no
love exists there, thus no God. Just some thoughts I had.
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Chapter 7
Exiting the Illusions of Lucifer
Ultimately we exit the illusion when we die and go to be with God; from there no more illusions exist for
truth and love have no illusions. So the best we can do while we are here is to do our best to counter
illusions that prevent us from loving one another and God. Our biggest foe of course is Satan and his
minions both physically and spiritually. Interestingly the spell that these devils are putting onto us is
losing its power over those who seek truth and ultimately freedom and love. They are entering panic
mode now as they try to solidify their New World Order. It seems they take two steps forward and one
step back in their implementation. At some point though they will bring the hammer down demanding
that people take the mark of the beast and worship the Ant-Christ or be persecuted for not doing so.
It is indeed a divided Kingdom and God’s Children are being heavily persecuted, especially in the Middle
East with ISIS killing them outright. So I am going to discuss some strategies that have worked for me
and others so you might have a chance to wake up some of those who are deceived and perhaps be set
free for standing in truth instead of the illusion. In China, North Korea, Islamic Countries, those standing
for truth that is not the “Official” truth, hence lies, are seen as dissidents and are imprisoned or killed as
we see over and over again throughout history. One only has to look at the Rome for what Pontius Pilot
did to Jesus Christ, a man who committed no crime or sin was murdered at the request of the Pharisees,
who were afraid of losing their control over the population and thus their high standard of living and
ability to do evil. Again truth destroys all illusions and truth is always self evident and stands alone
without having to be defended in any way. So nothing much has changed over the Centuries. Lucifer’s
illusions are always about bilking the people of their life energy as the parasites that work for him have
no life within them, thus no creativity or empathy. It is all about sucking energy from man as Lucifer’s
illusions are all based in fiction and deceit, so he needs not do the work beyond presenting an illusion
and get everyone else to fall for it and serve him.
Money, can we exist in the world without money? Some people actually are able too, by living off the
land. Jesus Christ gave us his example of living without money, but he also had access to supernatural
powers that could feed thousands from a few loafs of bread and a few fish. So we are not God, but we
can do things to minimalize are need for money by, be frugal and growing our veggies and making our
own clothes etc. Some people barter for the things they need by offering services for food and shelter
etc. This is what the Apostils did in their healing of people. They would go to a house and ask for
lodging for the night out of random and some people would provide it for them. They spent their days
searching out for the sick and healing them, which of course made all the snake oil salesmen angry, but
what would you want a treatment or a cure? You can also use Gold Bullion or crypto currencies rather
than fiat currencies. Gold and silver can be mined with a pan or by a machine along a river, near
mountains.
You can also set up a hobby farm and exchange food you grow with others along with eggs and other
things that you harvest on farms. It is actually the reason that LORD God brought man about was to
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farm the land; Cain and Able were examples of this. Some live by the sea or ocean and harvest fish,
peals and many other things from the ocean and make a good livelihood out of it. Being a minimalist is
also a nice way to live for it frees your time up to experience more in life I think, less time playing
computer games etc, get out into nature!
At some point along the way though you are going to run into problems with Law Enforcement
Agencies, because they have set up laws that disallow for people grow their own food, barter services,
sell their food that they grow, taxes on land that you are using and on and on it goes. There are millions
of laws that a PERSON is suppose know and follow, versus the simple one law called the Golden Rule in
the Bible. In a lot of cases though most people are trapped in their jobs, supporting their children and
perhaps their wife works as well to help make ends meet. It is a real struggle and most people are
simply unable to make changes to be self sufficient. Of course the more you can live outside the system
the more freedom you have from it. However the many that are enslaved by the system you have little
options but to work low paying jobs for long hours and do what you are told or else. Those who are on
welfare are even a worse scenario and Children in Foster homes the most vulnerable next to the millions
of children that get aborted every year. Baal worship is about sacrificing the innocent to their god, to
give them power to obtain wealth and control over the slaves around them. Not much has changed
over the centuries.
So at some point they will indeed use law to subdue you in your bid to get free of the world and thus the
illusion and live as God intended for you too. The controllers will use varied forms of manmade laws
against you, but in all cases it is only the PERSON, the fiction that is being charged with the offences, this
goes for Sharia Law as well as the Holy Koran in its varied versions of it along with the Hadith, makes use
of the word person to describe man, thus all of Sharia Law is based in FICTION.
In your bid to live a life based upon love and following Jesus Christ especially, it may occur to you that
you need not need to involve yourself with paying taxes, which is outright theft, nor make use of any
licenses for things such as driving, getting married, fishing, hunting, paying fees to enter National Parks
and on and on it goes. At some point they may trump up charges on you or simply throw you in prison
to stop the good that you are doing, which is taking away their power to control the illusion they so
diligently keep going. So in order to gain freedom your only course of action is to not go along with their
illusions and stand in truth.
This means do not use their laws or courts to defend yourself in, nor ever take anyone to their courts for
prosecution either I would add. If you use one of their laws to defend yourself, then you are abiding in
all their laws and the devils are masters at twisting it all around on you so that you the victim of the
State become the enemy of the State. Anything they send you do not accept it outright to begin with,
just slide it back to them across the table. If you get something in the mail, well mail it back to them.
Write on the envelope that you are not a person, corporation, dead or any form of fiction and you do
not “wish” to contract with them. Then write, I am a man created as male/female by God, standing in
my dominion over all the earth as stated in the Holy Bible, Genesis 1:26-28.
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Wishing for something is magical and magick is all about illusion. If we need something from God we
pray to him in private asking in simple terms what we need through his Son Jesus Christ and that is all.
The Bible says not to repeat the same thing over and over again like the Heathen do. Do i see prayer
beads or a rosary’s around, hmm? Anyways anything that is mailed to you is an offer of contract within
the SYSTEM. If you open an envelope you are in their eyes saying it belongs to you and you become the
owner of the envelope and all it’s contents. Thus inside may be a summons to go to court for example.
If you did open it write across the front page with a nice big black marker what I said earlier about not
being a fiction of any kind and not wishing to contract with them. Stuff it back in an envelope and mail it
back to them in another larger envelope. Maybe write down a link for them to the King James Bible on
the Internet as well, if you like.
At this point they are trying to engage you in a paper war. So let the paper fly back to them and do so
quickly as Jesus Christ told us to settle with your adversaries quickly. Thus in business you have 3 days
to respond to a contract offer or it is tacitly considered to be accepted. All these summons, notices etc.
Are simply offers to contract, so don`t!
At some point you may have to write them a letter explaining your position and why you are not
contracting with them. Generally though, they ignore letters and keep pushing the paper to you. If you
get registered mail, don’t sign for it as you signature is confirmation of contract! Simply don’t accept
registered mail from the Government if you do not “wish” to involve yourself in their illusion.
Never threaten anyone saying you are going to use any kind of force to protect your property etc.
Always use love and take the high ground. Ask questions of them that destroy their illusions, such as
from where do you draw your authority to do what you are doing? They have no provable authority
whatsoever as all they can do is point at fictions such as the QUEEN, KING, STATE etc. And none of those
have any provable authority and they are persons and ultimately fictions that do not exist in truth. If
they do not exist in truth, then they have no way to order you do anything right? All the laws are
manmade and man has no provable authority over any other man. Some if not many Police Officers are
involved in Freemasonry and much of what they are doing is in covertly done to serve the whims of the
Lodge, not the people they are sworn to protect. So never give them your name. To offer up your name
is to allow them to control you as the first law of magick is to know the name of a thing. If they have no
name to attach to you, then they have no name to apply charges to that they can say is you. You are not
the name; you are a man created as male or female by God standing in your dominion over all the earth
in truth. Names are a form of illusion, although LORD God makes use of them it is only done for the sake
of choice to do good with it. If God’s name is hallowed, then why isn’t yours? Are you not one of his
children? If someone is going to do evil to your name and thus affecting you by it, why offer it up to
them to sacrifice you with, hmm...
Always be respectful and mindful to others, including Officers of the Court and those in Government.
Ultimately they are doing what they are doing because they are deceived and the harm they are doing
to their souls is reversible if they choose to walk away from it and follow Jesus Christ. LORD God loves
all his children, even those who are deceived, so there is a bigger burden on you than you might
realizing knowing more about the truth than they do. There are some who are indeed possessed by
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demons and hopefully you never have to contend with them directly as they are powerful and have very
hard effects on those who stand for the truth, like making them ill just listening to them. The demonic
energy involved in some areas of Government can be overwhelming so have your Bible near you and
take up the full armor of God when you interact with them. Be in a state of love and care deeply for the
lost soul standing before you. Love prevents you from being overwhelmed and keeps your mind clear of
what is transpiring. Casting out demons from people is a power given unto all of God’s Children. It
states in Luke 10:-17-20,

And the seventy returned again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy
name. And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. Behold, I give unto you
power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by
any means hurt you. Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but
rather rejoice, because your names are written in heaven.
Send the demon back to pit and ask for the Holy Spirit to fill the individual possessed. Release them
from their spiritual bondage. There are examples of how to do exorcisms on YouTube, but it is better
you seek out someone who actually does this for real and learn from them as you do not want harm to
come to you or the individual you are trying to help. Nevertheless though God will protect you if you
call on Jesus Christ as he did say that when two or more are gathered in his name, he will be there with
them!
Yes we are dealing with supernatural powers in our endeavor to gain freedom if you have not picked up
on that yet. The Pagans have been using it for thousands of years to enslave people, make monolithic
structures such as the Pyramids and there is no reason why, you should not be made aware and mindful
of what is going on behind the veil, which your eyes cannot see. I do not suggest you start practicing the
Kabala or taking up Witchcraft etc. to learn enough to enter into a state of war with people, as that is
their thing, warring with each other over the spoils of their conquests. But stay centered on God and be
mindful of those who are around you and their belief systems. Both Moses and King David put an end to
their magick powers, with ease under God’s direction. I don’t believe any of that has changed as they
can only play with illusions, not truth.
If somehow you go to court, you need to realize that the Court Officials and the Judge are all talking too
you in Babble, not English. Legalese is their language and it simulates English, but is not English at all.
So you must tell them to speak to you in your mother toungue, which is English alone. You must not rise
for the JUDGE when they call out, “all rise”. You must not bow to the JUDGE although this sickening act
is carried out by the Sheriffs in he Court. You need to interrupt the JUDGE in anything that he/she says
indicating that you are neither the DEFENDANT nor a PERSON of any kind, as they try to tacitly get you
to accept the position of Surety for their PERSON. You must not accept or hire any lawyer or Council of
any kind, for that creates contract with the COURT and makes you a ward of the Court to do what they
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want with as you are incapable of defending yourself in any manner, by demonstrating you want to
defend yourself within their illusion of law. If the Judge gets up and leaves the Court Room, then you
must say that the case before me is dismissed and walk out, for the JUDGE is abandoning his or her post,
remember it is an adversarial system of war, no opponent means no war.
If you want your dominion over the earth, you must stand for it, nobody is going to give it to you as that
comes from God alone. They will however, do all they can to intimidate and trick you into surrendering
your dominion over all the earth.
When they call your name to come to the bench you may depending on the situation approach the
standing spot at the BAR and say that the matter concerns you. But you do not give your name. The
Prosecutor will immediately sing to the Court that someone comes before the COURT without a name or
something to this effect. The Judge will pass Judgement over the case in absence of there being a
DEFENDANT present if it is something like Traffic Court, for there is no appearance before the court.
Thus do not hold a driver’s license as that is the contract that they use to place the charges on the
PERSON.
You could bring about the truth in COURT about the corruption of your name and start destroying all
their illusions, but you are essentially engaging them in their law, so it is best never to really go to court.
But if are forced to appear in Court then you are not contracting with them and they usually want you to
state your name and say that you understand the charges being brought before you. Never say that you
understand the Charges, for that means you are standing for them and agreeing to allow them to
proceed against you as a man acting in surety for their FICTION based person.
Police Officers will read you your rights and ask you if you understand as well, never say yes or no,
simply tell them that you are not a PERSON nor a fiction of any kind and their laws do not apply to you
and walk away. It is likely that they will attack you and haul you in, but stand your ground. They need
for you to say that it is okay for them to treat you as a fiction in some way, otherwise their magick will
not work on you and are likely to suffer from trying to do anything with you, as you have not forsaken
God. I think it is interesting that many Jails keep Bibles available in every cell for the inmates. I think
this is done in part so that they can wash their hands of you and avoid being cursed for bringing harm to
you.
Never sign anything as that is a form of contract. They usually can only keep someone for about 2 days
at most before having to let them go, if they have no way of placing charges to you, by your agreement,
then it is likely they will let you go, providing it is something you did that is in line with God’s will, like
feeding the homeless, when there is a law against doing that for example. If you murder someone, you
are less likely to be let go as by doing so you did forsake God in the act and the demons will likely have
their way with you, unless you truly repent and before Jesus Christ perhaps. But those that commit
horrible crimes generally want nothing to do with God to begin with, which is why they become food for
the SYSTEM.
In terms of paying bills, people have had success using the Acceptance for Value method. Under the law
of the SYSTEM your signature creates the money to set off all charges brought against an account you
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have. This is done through a Trust that was set up for you at birth and perpetuates with interest over
time. It ensures that within your dominion on earth that you are not held as a money slave, again
allowing the magicians to wash their hands of you, if you decide to work in their system as a slave for a
living. Thus what people do is write on the statement, accepted for value, sign it and then return it to
the Utility for example as paid. In Canada the Bills of Exchange Act says that a person’s signature has
value and shows the LEGAL way how to write a cheque to pay for everything, using your signature as the
form of payment, I think it is around section 169. Anyways there have been a few people reporting
success on doing this, but I haven’t seen any evidence of this occurring myself.
You will notice as you work within the law, that they constantly ignore what the law says and simply
throw people in jail for trying to utilize the law to become free. It is crazy how many laws actually go
against the Constitution in the USA and Canada, but they are enforced at the determent of the
Constitutional authority. This simply is an abuse of power, but the rulers don’t care what the law says,
so long as they get to perpetuate their rules. Thus they selectively choose to enforce or not enforce
laws depending on what they are trying to maintain. They likely allow people to use their signatures to
write off the cost of purchasing a house, car etc. who actually are part of Lucifer’s demonic system. But
the masses are ignored and forced to slave for a living if they are lucky to find a job that is. Because
people are utilizing their laws as a means to resolve financial issues, the owners of the Law, being the
BAR Association, gets to decide what laws are to be enforced, for all their laws only apply to the BAR
society, not to the people of a Country.
Section 32 and section 52 of the Canadian Charter of rights and Freedoms state that the Charter is
Supreme Law in Canada and all laws must be compared to the Charter and not found in conflict with the
Charter in order to be lawful. Section 32 states that all laws in Canada only apply to the Government,
not to the Citizens of the Country, because Canada has a defacto GOVERNMENT, so the Government is a
self appointed body that usurps power from the Country and answers to the QUEEN, who of which has
no responsibility in forcing her minions to do what they are told to do. It is a glorified crime syndicate
and people think they are electing people who represent them, when the law clearly says they don’t.
Once again you are faced with a people who on mass live in a world of deciption and will do almost
anything to maintain the spell and illusions they are under. It is very difficult to break free within the
world and it is likely you will have to let everyone go and find your own way alone on the narrow path.
It is a lonely journey and you will be alienated and persecuted for aligning yourself with God and
teaching the truth to others. Some may wake up and start on the narrow path with you and again many
won’t. It is your soul, your eternal life that is what Lucifer wants. Satan has been concurred and this
illusion he has going is coming to an end at some point, but he wants to take as many people with him
as he can.
To be free within this illusion is very hard, but not impossible if you are tenacious enough to go for it.
However you are again not likely to be popular and will have to sacrifice a lot to achieve freedom from
the GOVERNMENT. Mostly I just decide what I feel I can do without causing too much trouble for
myself. I stand my ground on some things, but realize that if I truly want to be free, I have to do so away
from populated areas hopefully in a small group of people, who think the same way. The Cathars broke
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a way from the Catholic Church and sought to be independant and free of the Church’s rule. There were
about 200 of them. The Church sent out Knights to hunt them down and kill them, when they were
caught only 2 or 3 of them recanted and the Soldiers executed everyone else, men, women and children
alike. So you see, you are not alone in being able to see through the illusion and lies being used to
control the populations. I think for most people, this information may serve as being helpful for them in
keeping their families together and thwarting of the tyranny imposed by the system to some level, but if
you get political and try to rescue many people; they take notice and try and destroy you or put you in
jail. People sometimes criticize LORD God for saying he is a Jealous God, but perhaps they should have a
look at how Jealous Satan is in comparison and for what reasons, hmm?
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Chapter 8
Conclusion of Sorts
This book as short as it is; is basically a culmination of my ongoing research and study into Law and our
Spiritual Reality. I don’t expect to stop learning more as time goes on, but I have changed what I do
based on what I have learned to be true over time. I went and go Baptized and became what some
would say a Christian, although Paul did not want us to use that term. I have benefited from the time
and energy that others have put into researching and learning about how things work and feel strongly
that my work be shared at no cost to others, except to cover any reproduction costs on paper or mailing
costs. It is not for profit, glory or fame, just for the truth and the love of the truth. Jesus Christ said that
he was the way, the truth and the life and no one comes to the Father except through him (Jesus Christ).
I have come to realize that the Holy Bible has been mistranslated to English in ways that manipulate
people into believing things that are not true. If you ever have time to learn Hebrew and Greek or have
a talent in learning languages, I would encourage you to do so. I am not sure what actually exists of the
original texts from the Apostles as much was destroyed by the Holy Roman Catholic Church in the
Library of Alexandria. Perhaps there may be some original texts held in the Vatican vaults somewhere,
but if so, it would be probably held because it poses the greatest threat to the control the Church has
over the world. I don’t think Satan cares about what curses may come onto man, so long as man does
what he dictates. It is a matter of exchanging a little bit of money and power for the soul and thus
control of key political leaders of the world, who live lavish life styles in comparison to those of us who
don’t support evil.
I thought much as God thought that he might be able to save the world, which was why he sent his only
begotten Son. The Jews have paid a very high price indeed for insisting on having him Crucified upon
the cross. The cross again being a symbol of the Sun God, which is again Satan/Lucifer. I never
considered that God would make an Illusion of heaven and earth. In part I think the Illusion came about
because Lucifer rebelled against God in heaven and was cast thus 1/3rd of God’s Angels fell for following
Satan. On the earth today I think more than 85% of man has fallen for Satan’s illusion to some degree,
maybe higher as Bible reading and believing Christians who choose to follow Jesus Christ instead of
Pastors and Priests of all these fake churches is very small in comparison to the 7 billion people that
populate the earth today. Yet all Governements around the world are completely structured around
opposing God in every way possible.
The war in heaven introduced the concept of death, giving reason for the purpose of the tree that gave
the knowledge of good and evil in the Garden of Eden. In Genesis 1 God gave man dominion over all the
earth versus putting man into the Garden of Eden. Man only had Eden, not the who earth to hold
dominion over or perhaps Eden was the whole earth, but I don’t think it was as man was sent out
through the east entrance of the Garden after disobeying God. It seems our suffering is because one
Angel, Lucifer decided he wanted to be God and paid a very heavy price and caused problems for god in
his very good creation, by which he had to create an illusion of heaven and earth to offset the evil and
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allow the good to return to him in love. Love does not abandon, but we have to deligent enough to
recognize it and realize that evil has no place in the world God created for us. God cannot exist in sin as
love always is based upon truth, not fiction.
If man is ever to recover his dominion over the earth on mass, which is exactly what Jesus Christ came to
try and help us do, we are going to have to rid ourselves of all the evil and fictions in our lives. With God
all things are possible, but with man, I don’t think it is possible alone. The book of Revelation was put
together after Jesus Christ’s crucifixion and therein is the end game that God has laid out for us. It is
going to take God’s intervention to set things straight and return us to a place of love, which is what he
created for us to begin with, in Genesis 1. Many prophesies in the Bible have come true, so it is likely
that we will see what is written both in Daniel and Revelation manifest before us in the coming years.
We do have dominion, but God said Let them have dominion, meaning that there are others that may
not wish us to have dominion even though God said he wanted it to be this way. Perhaps Satan and his
demonic minions have other plans for mankind, rather than letting the hold dominion over all the earth,
as it may seem, but they use trickery to get us to forfeit our dominion, rather than take it from us
outright.
There is again so much more to learn and grow in terms of learning truth that is incomprehensible to me
that I will ever know everything, but perhaps that is it, we are not suppose to know everything like good
and evil for example. So living our daily lives in hope that we are redeemed from this illusion to be with
God eternally in a loving and joyful journey of life is where I hope to be, but I get there by one choice at
a time and following Jesus Christ as best I can.
I don’t think many people really understand this stuff, even after reading what I write; some people just
don’t get it. I suspect it has to do with their personal relationship they don’t have with Jesus Christ
perhaps, but it is frustrating to me how grossly enslaved people have become and how evil the world
truly is today. The Satanist relish in doing sinful acts against God, it is like they can’t get enough of it and
there is so much control over the people in power that organized crime flourishes. The movement of
large numbers of Muslims into western Countries especially white race based countries is a form of
genocide against the white race. Many whites are Christians and I think that this is the underlying
premise behind it. Ultimately they are trying to make Sharia Law the law of the world, which is the
Religion of the Anti-Christ for the most part. Allah means Curse in Hebrew and is a Pagan Moon God. In
order to achieve their New World Order, they cannot have Christianity around, they want Paganism not
God.
I am making use of Jesus Christ for the name of the Word of God, as I am not convinced that the Black
Hebrews as they deceitfully call themselves have translated his name correctly or not. It frustrates me
to no end and brings sadness to me that we actually do not know the true name of our Saviour. Perhaps
with more time in researching it I will have a better understanding of what it might actually be in truth.
But I can always call him by the name of the Word of God. The Book of Revelation calls him the Word of
God as well, so there you go eh.
If you ever like to contact me my email address currently is:
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rob.hay.2628@gmail.com
My website is:
www.freedomfiles.org
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